Application Processing
Pull an applicant’s credit data from multiple external
sources in seconds and deliver information in a
concise, easy-to-read format.
FORM COLLECTION: Utilize a web portal to easily collect necessary
data to start a customer opportunity. This sets you up for a myriad of
business process efficiencies by creating a historical and consistent
record and file for each opportunity while reducing paperwork.

AUTOMATED CREDIT INQUIRIES: To qualify your applicant, Liventus can help you automate the
real-time pull of important credit information.
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BANK STATEMENT AUTOMATION: Pull third party verified bank statements from sources such as
Decision Logic during the credit process and avoid fraud and/or losing customers because excessive
customer related document requests and extended approval times.

TAX RETURN AUTOMATION: Pull tax return directly from the IRS, thereby avoiding the recent increase
of fraudulent tax returns while also shortening the credit approval process and work for your customers.

DISCUSSION BOARD: Wouldn’t it be great if sales, credit, funding, collections and asset
management could all effectively collaborate on each new deal? Discussion boards can track many
different types of activities including emails, notes, phone calls, documents, collector comments,
approvals, automated notifications and more.
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COMMISSION AUTOMATION: Salespeople love to track and see their commissions, but
tracking and managing commissions on deals can put a burden on your accounting team.
In real-time, let the salespeople calculate and see their commission as they change
any detail in a term set while negotiating with the customer.

ASSET ANALYSIS AND REPORTING: Look up equipment comparable
data by connecting automatically with 3rd parties.
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Case Study
Beacon Funding
• Leasing Integration
• Automated Credit Pulls
• CRM Integration
• Cloud Server Infrastructure

Why You Should Work With Us
SECURITY
We take security seriously. Our entire staff take routine security and secure code training in addition
to security monitoring. Our code goes through static and dynamic code analysis that is built into our
SDLC and penetration testing to ensure the highest quality is met.

COMPETITIVE
With offices in the US and overseas, we are able to lower your costs by leveraging the global
marketplace. We don’t outsource, rather we have invested heavily in global services so we can provide
the same service at lower costs.

PARTNERSHIP
Our business process automation software is not only used in the equipment leasing industry but
also by millions of our client’s customers across the globe in a diverse host of business applications.
Our clients have improved their workflow efficiencies substantially by using technology that we’ve
developed and continue to maintain and enhance on a regular basis.

What Are You Waiting for?
Discover how Liventus can help expand your
business with leasing solutions.

Let’s Get Started!
855.345.1395
hello@liventus.com
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